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Datebook
Monday, Jan. 8
WBGU-TV Program, ·()hio Business
Outlook." 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.,
host George Howick tours the wonc:fs largest
mushroom !arm and interviews top plant
otticials to see what makes this company keep
growing. Channel 27.

Tuesday,Jan.9
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum.·
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.. host Michael Marsden
leads a discussion about the cocaine connection between the U S. and Lalin America
Channel 27.
.
New Concert Series, 7:30 p.m .. in the Manor
House at Toledo's Wildwood Metropark. indudes performances of ·Toccata in G Maier
by J.S. Bach, "Variations in F minor· by Joseph
Haydn and "Ballada in G minor· by Frederic
Chopin by pianist Virginia Marks and students
Dan Coats. Shannon Walker and Lisa Mada!·
fer. Free.
Planetarium Show. ·An Systems Gor· 8 p.m.
The first show of 1990-the story of NASA trom
its inception to the development of the Space
Shuttle. with emphasis on the Apollo manned
m1ss1ons to the moon. Original run: Fall. 1984.
S1 donation is suggested.

VVednesday,Jan.10
WBGU-TV Program. "Art Beat." 5:30 and
1 1 :30 p.m., join hos1 Becky Laabs as she takes
a look a1 the world of art and cultural events in

Classffied
Employment

Opportrmities
New Positions (Open to BGSU statf only)
Posting Expiration Date: noon. Friday, Jan.
12. mdicales that an internal candidate is
bidding and being considered for the position.)

r

1-12-1

1-12-2

and
1-12-3

1-12-4

1-12-5

• Account Clerk 3
Pay Range27
Business office
Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Physical plant
(Two positions)
Employee Benefits
Coordinator 1
Pay Range27
Benefits:insurance office
Secretary 2
Pay Range27
Firelands College
(budget and operations)

northwest Ohio, Channel 27.
women·s Basketball, BGSU VS Miami
University, 5:45 pm., Anderson Arena.
Admission charged.
Planetarium Show. "All Systems Go'" 8 p.m.
The first show of 1990--the story of NASA from
Its inception to the development ot the Spau!
Shuttle. with emphasis on the Apollo manned
missions to the moon. Original run: Fall, 1984.
$1 donation is suggested.
Men's Basketball, BGSU vs Miami University. 8 p.m .. Anderson Arena. Admission
charged

Thursday, Jan. 11
Administrative Staff Council Meeting,
1 :30-3 p.m., Town Room. University Union.
WBGU-TV Program, "'Time Out," 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m., Larry Weiss is the host of this pro·
gram which examines BGSU's week in sports,
Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, ·A11 Systems Go'" 8
p.m .. The first show ot 1990-the story of
NASA from its inception to the development of
the Space Shuttle. with emphasis on the Apollo
manned missions to the moon. Original run:
Fall, 1984. $1 donation is suggested.

Friday, Jan. 12

Games televised
WBGU-TV will televise five men's home
basketball games this season_
The games, to be played at 8 p.m. on
Wednesdays. include Mid-American
Conference opponents Kent State University on Jan. 3: Miami University Jan. 10;
Ohio University Jan. 17; University of
Akron (non-conference) Jan. 31 and the
University of Toledo on Feb. 21.

Saturday, Jan. 13

Reception to be held

WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking from
Quilt Country," noon, host Marcia Adams
·celebrates the Pig" as she shows us how
many ways pork is cooked in Amish and
Mennonite country, Channel 27.
Reddin Symposium, -Canada-United States
Relations and the Environment" 1-5 p.m ..
M1let1 .center. Partiopants are Dr. Henry
Rennie of the University of Toledo; Patrick
Boyer. M.P.; Parliamentary Secretary to Exlernal Affairs Minister Joe Clark; Dr. Everett
Cataldo of Cleveland State University and Sally
Cole-Misch of the International Joint Commission. Sponsored by Canadian Studies
Program and the College of Arts and Sciences.
There is no charge for the symposium, but
please rr.ake reservations by calling Sylvia Dill
at 372-2017.
Men's and Women's Swim Quadrangle
Meet, BGSU, Xavier, Findlay and John Carroll,

_ ~embers of the campus community are
mVited to attend a reception honoring
Sylvia Wintgens·, benefits and personnel
services, retirement from 3-5 p.m. Jan. 22
in the Alumni Room of the University
Union.

. Acco'!nting a.nd Management Information Services: Associate professor of management
mformatJon servICes (antJopated). Deadline: Jan. 15. Also, assistanVassociate professor of ac·
count111~ (ant.ai;iated). Also. instructor (':'nticipated. temporary/full-time). Also, instructor of
accounting (antJopated, temporaryttull-tJme). For all positions contact Thomas G Evans (2-2767)
Deadl111es: Feb. 15.
'
Aerotechnology Technology Systems: Assistant professor Contact the search committee (2
2439). Deadline: Feb. 1.
.
.
Business Administration: Director of hospitality management. Contact James McFdle (22747). Deadl111e: Feb. 15.
n
Computer.Science: Assistant professor. Contact FaOJltv Search Committee (2-2337) Deadline·
Feb. 1 or un!JI filled.
·
·
·
.English: Assistant professor. Also, assistant professor (anticipated). For both positions contact
Aichard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadlines: March 1.
'
~tal Health: Assistant professor. Contact Gary S. Silverman (2-8242). Deadline:

Asian Languages: Assistant professor of German Russian and

East Asian languages (anticipated). Contact Joseph Gray (2-2268) Extended ooadfine· March 1 or
until filled.
·
Mathematics and Statistics: VISiting lecturer (terminal. full-time). Also. Eugene Lukacs VISiti
Professor. Deadhnes: March 1. Also, assistant professor (anticipated). Also assistant
f
ng
Also,
professor (anticipated). Deadlines: March 20, or until
au~·~ Hassoon s. Al-Amiri (2-2636).
·
..:,:~TeleV1S1on-Film: Associate professor. Contact Srinivas Me!kote (2-2138). Deadline:

~tellull

~tes :,:For

or Art: Assistant professor. sculpture. Contact Robert Hurlstone (2-2786). Deadline:

or

School of HPER: Director and associate full professor (reopened). Contact Sally Sakola.
chair C?f the search ~ screenmg commrttee (2-6907). Deadline: Feb. 1 or until filled_
Social Work: Chair/assoaate professor. Also, assistant professor. For both""".........,,.
tact
Clyde WiHIS (2-8241). Deadlines: March 15.
Technology Systems: Assistant professor of construction (anticipated) Contact John Erion (2
2581). Deadline: Feb. 1.
.
-

,.......~~.con

The following administrative positions are available:
Affirmative Action: Director. Contact Kay Meier (2-2211). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Alumni and Development: Director of Development and assistant vice president for University
rela!Jons. Contact chair of the search committee (2-2558). Deadline: Jan. 30_
College or llnsical Arts: Administrative assistant, contemporary music program. Contact John
Sampen (2·2181). Deadline: Feb. 1.
AnCou~ng and Career Development Center: Counseling/dinical psychologist. Contact
nmane Heldt (2-2558). Extended deadline: April 16.
u~ and Leaming Resources: Assistant to the dean. Contacl Dennis East (2·2856).
me.Jan. 15.
WBGU-TV: Television public affairs producer/host. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558) Oeadl" Jan. 15.
·
me.

Deadl

WBGU-TV Program, -Viewpoint," 9:30 am.,
host Judy Pascha!IS explores how we can give
our. senior cibzens independence with dignity in
their golden years.
Ptanetarium Show, MAii Systems Go•" 7:30
p.m .• The first show of 1990-the story of
NASA from its inception to the development of
the Space Shuttle, with emphasis on the Apollo
manned missions to the moon. Original run:
Fall, 1984. Sl donation is suggested.

Library patrons with faculty privileges
are reminded that the last chance to
renew or return books due Dec. 20, 1989
is Jan. 22. After that date the library will
begin billing for lost materials.
For more information, contact Sherry
Gray at Jerome Library at 372-2053 or
Cari Tuttle at the Science Library at 3722591.

The following faculty positions are available:

.=.a:

Sunday, Jan. 14

WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m ..
host Judy Pascllalis explores how we can give
our. senior olJZens independence with dignity in
their golden years. Channel 27.
Men's and Women's Swim Meet, BGSU vs.
Wright State. 6 p.m .• Cooper Poot. No charge.
Bay String Quartet. 7:30 p.m .. McBride Auditorium, Firelands College. Free.
Planetarium Show, "All Systems Go!" 8
p.m .. The first show of 1990-the story of
NASA from its inception to the development of
the Space Shuttle. with emphasis on the Apollo
manned m1SS1ons to the moon. Original run:
Fall, 1984. $1 donation is suggested.

Faculty I Staff positions

~· Russian and East

2 p.m .. Cooper Pool. No charge.
Hockey, BGSU vs Michigan. 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena. Admission charged.

Renew library books

Obituaries
Laszlo Kecskes
Laszlo Kecskes. 55. a lab machinist in
the chemistry department. died of cancer
Dec. 18 in the Blanchard Valley Hospital,
Findlay.
He first worked for the University in
custodial services in 1963 and later
returned to the campus in 1972 as a
chemistry technician. He previously
worked at Owens Illinois and the University of Toledo.
Kecskes was born in Czechoslovakia
and was a freedom fighter in the 1956
uprising in Hungary and a member of the
Hungarian Amateur Boxing Team from
1948-56.
A memorial service was held Dec. 20 in
Prout Chapel.

Harold B. Obee
Dr. Harold B. Obee, 74, professor
emeritus of speech communication, died
Dec. 16 in Wood County Hospital.
Obee joined the University in 1949 after
receiving his bachelor's degree from
Adrian College. He received his maste(s
degree and doctorate from Ohio State
University. He retired from the University
in 1978.
Obee headed the University's theatre
and served as a play director, theatre
technical director and business manager.
He also directed plays at the Huron
Playhouse.
In addition, he served on Faculty
Senate, published numerous professional
articles and was a theatre consultant. He
'lo-as a member of the Theta Alpha Phi
theater honor society, the Tau Kappa
Alpha forensic honor society, the Speech
Association of America, the American
Educational Theatre Association the
Society for Theater Research, th~
American Society for Theater Research,
the Theater Library Association and the
Ohio Speech Association.
He was a veteran of World War II and
received the bronze star. He also was a
district commissioner in the Wood District
Boy Scouts of America.
Memorial contnbutions can be made to
the Wood County Historical Society or the
Wood County library.
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Note holiday
Monday, Jan. 15, is Martin Luther
King Day, a holiday for University
employees. Classes will not meet on
that day aM all University offices will
be dosed.
Only those activities deemed
absolutely essential by area supervisors should continue during the
holiday period.
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Y'Jeather policy
1s announced
In the event of severe weather. any
decision to cancel dasses will be communicated to faculty. staff and students by
the Office of Public Relations, which will
notify Fact Line (372-2445), WBGU-FM,
(88.1), WFAL·AM (680), WFOB. WOHO,
WSPD. WCWA, WLOR-FM, WRON-FM.
WFIN and WGTE Also, WBGU-TV
(Channel 27) and the three Toledo television stations. channels 11, 13 and 24, will
be notified.
Every effort will be made to notify these
'!'edia by 7 a.m. the day of any cancellation. If a later storm necessitates the
cancellation of afternoon or evening
dasses. the public relations office will
notify the above-named media as soon as
possible and before 5 p.m.
Though classes may be cancelled, all
University employees are expected to
report to their job assignments unless a
specific announcement cancelling work
schedules is made.
Also, employees should not be confused
by media reports of the University
"dosing." Broadcasts often report "Bowling !3reen is dosed," rather than correctly
stating "dasses are cancelled at Bowling
Green."
The University doses only in times of
state emergency. If an emergency is
declared necessitating a closing of the
entire University, only essential employees are expected to report to or remain at
their jobs. Classified employees. specifically advised in advance or called in
specifically for the emergency will be paid
at the rate of two-and-one-haH times the
normal rate of pay for all hours worked
during the declared emergency period.
Questions relating to a radio or television announcement concerning cancellations or dosings can be ciarified by calling
the campus operator (372-2531).
Also. during bad weather Fact Line will
be doubling its staff to handle increased
phone inquiries.
Commuter students who may be
affected by severe weather should check
with the State Highway Patrol to determine if hazardous driving conditions exist
If travel is not advised, students who
must commute to Bowling Green will be
excused from classes without penalty.
Upon return to each affected dass, the
student should inform the faculty member
of his or her inability to travel due to
hazardous driving conditions.

Jobs are available
Personnel services is accepting
employment applications from current and
continuing high school students to fill food
service worker vacancies in various dining
halls on campus.
Employment will continue through the
year with hours of 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
and from 3:50 to 7:30 p.m. weekdays and
weekends. Pay is $3. 75 per hour and a
meal benefit plan is available.
Students must be at least 16 years old
and must provide the following information
to personnel services: letter of permission
from a parent or guarcfian; and a birth
certificate, valid drive(s license or stateissued l.D. Students must have a work
permit.
To apply, call 372-2227 or visit the
personnel services offices in 100 College
Park Office Building.

Monitor
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Are~ of the campus have developed a new glow durillf! the_past ~veral ~eeks. Approximately 70 high pressure! sodium lights, which emit a softer, yellowish color, have
been mstf!lled around the Harshman Quadrangle, th~ _UnNersity UmoI! and inner campus between University Hall and the Administration Building. The lights, which were
funded_ with $125.000 ":om th~ state, use less electrieity than the previous ones making them more efficient to operate. The project is an on-going one with plans to add
more lights to the phySICal SC1ences area, between Jerome Library and the Education Building and the parking lot behind Hanna Hall.
--

New classroom facility top priority of capital budget improvements
A new dassroom building will be the
top priority in the University's capital
budget improvements for the fiscal years
1991and1992.
Most of the funding for the proposed
facility was induded in the $16.9 million
recommended for the University by the
Ohio Boa.-d of Regents for the first
biennium of a six year program. The
regents also recommended that $477
million of the state's next capital budget
be earmarked for higher education
projects. This compares to a regents'
recommendation of $357 million two
years ago. Final approval of the budget
will be made by the state legislature by
July 1.
-We've done very well in comparison
to other institutions," President Olscamp
said of Bowling Green's share of the
budget. Only four other universil.ies
(Cleveland State University. Ohio State
University, University of Akron and
University of Cincinnati) of the 16 partici·
pating in the state's program received

from this funding.
more funding than BGSU.
McGeein said the University received
Robert McGeein, assistant vice
$2.4 million less than its
approximately
president for capital planning, said all
state-assisted universities submit revised request for the new dassroom building.
six-year capital improvement plans to the Olscamp stated Bowling Green will seek
· state every two years. The regents select the additional funds from the legislature.
According to the capital plan overview.
the ones that carry the highest priority for
the University has one of the highest
the institutions and the state and fund
ciassroom utilization rates of all the unithem to a level that the state budget will
versities in Ohio at 72.2 percent of day
support.
hours. This utilization rate is well above
He said he was pleased with the
the rates at the four comer residential unioutcome of the next biennium's funding
versities.
which will allow the University to spend
However, Bowling Green also has fewer
$2.6 million on basic renovations, $4.7
classrooms
than most of the state's
million on rehabilitation of Eppler North
universities. In 1987 for example, the
and $9. 7 million on the constuction of a
University had 154 dassrooms while Kent
new classroom building.
State
reported 236, Miami University
The University has the opportunity to
reported
214 and Ohio University
receive more funding which will bring the
reported 213, McGeein said.
total appropriations closer to $19 million,
In addition, the shortage of dassroom
McGeein said. The regents allocated $50
space
on campus and the resulting
million to be controlled by the OBOR for
intensive
scheduling of available rooms
equipment and another $7 million for
restricts the way credit courses can be
asbestos removal. It is :ikely the Univeroffered and restricts a needed and
sity will receive an additional $2 million

The University's smoking policy: Is it working?
Fewer cigarettes butts may be found in
the ashtrays of most campus buildings,
but that doesn't mean the smoking issue
has burned itseH out yet
Last July. President Olscamp announced a policy that prohibits smoking
in all residence hall eating, commons
and lounge areas. In addition, working
environment committees in all major
campus buildings were established to
consider extending smoking/nonsmoking regulations to individual
facilities.
Since that time, more than 20 buildings
have been declared by committees to be
non-smoking facilities.
Now that a semester has passed. how
has the policy fared on campus?
Jill Carr, chair of Administrative Staff
Council, said the council has received no

•

feedback nor many complaints since the
policy was implemented. ·we (the
council) supported the policy when it was
first announced.· Carr said. -Since we
haven't heard anything one way or
another on it, I take that as general acceptance. People seem to be abiding by it
in our building (Student Services Building)."
However. Joyce Hyslop, chair of Classified Staff Council, said CSC has received
some complaints from employees who
say the policy isn't working or who want
an indoor designated smoking area. CSC
also endorsed the policy in a vote last
spring.
"Overall. we've received very few complaints, but in some places the policy is
not working," Hyslop said. "People are
still smoking in some places that have

planned expansion of programs that
makes available the faculty and Univer·
sity resources to industry.
Also, some of the existing classrooms
are not designed or equipped to utilize
the electronic capabilities now available
for teaching, research and conferences.
McGeein said the location of the
proposed classrOOm facility is still under
consideration. -We're not running out of
physical space but we are running out of
green space on campus; he said. "The
long-term plan is to have an inner campus that is physically pleasing with a
serene atmosphere. but when buildings
start popping up all over. you lose that."
Construction of the building is ex·
pected to start in the summer of 1992.
Major renovations of Eppler North will
also start in the summer of 1992 which
will redesign the building·s interior. The
Eppler complex currently provides 84
percent JI the School of Health. Physical

Continued on Page 3

Special progam on
Jan. 17 honors King

been declared non-smoking. If you don·t
have assertive people to tell the smokers
they are not allowed to smoke in these
areas, they will continue smoking. rm
convinced if there is a strong will. some
people are just going to go ahead and
smoke."
Hyslop said after the policy was implemented, the council received a request
from some food service workers to help
them establish an indoor designated
smoking area. The CSC Executive
Committee discussed the request with
Robert Martin. vice president for operations, and an incinerator room was eventually designated as a smoking area.
Jane Schimpf, director of Food Operations, said food service employees are
allowed to smoke either outside or in the

A special program honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. will be held Wednesday
(Jan. 17) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
of the University Union.
Focusing on the theme ·Drum Majors
for Peace; the 7 p.m. program will be
highlighted by an address by Dr. Samuel
Berry McKinney. pastor of the Mount
Zion Baptist Church in Seattle. Wash.
McKinney. who is the brother of Dr.
Mary M. Edmonds. vice president for
student affairs. was a classmate of
King's in the 1940s at Morehouse
College in Atlanta. Ga.
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union, the program will also include an
appearance by some members of the
Gospel Choir, a slide show presentation
of King's famous ·1 Have A Dream·

Continued on Page 2

Continued on Page 3

Faculty I Staff publications
Program receives overwhelming response

Recreation center provides an alternative to the high calorie
The holidays are over and reality is
staring back from the mirror. You can
pinch more than an inch and you have
Santa beat when it comes to a belly
that shakes like a bowHul of jelly. On
top of it all. you become winded dimb·
ing just one flight of stairs and you
haven't touched your toes in years.
Let's face it-you're not exactly the
model of physical fitness.
The Student Recreation Center is
providing an opportunity for University
employees to make good on New
Year's resolutions that set goals of
better health in 1990. For people with
good intentions. but never the right
dose of motivation, the "Out-to-Lunch
Fitness Bunch" program may be the
answer.
Limited to 30 participants. the noontime program already has its quota and
a waiting list is being developed for
future offerings. "The response to this
program has been a pleasant surprise; said Dr. Terry Parsons. director
of the Student Recreation Center. -We
filled our quota very quickly. Obviously
ifs the kind of exercise program many
people were interested in."
Parsons said the program is an
attempt to reach out to faculty and staff
who always say they want to go to the
center. but never have the time after
work.
It is suggested that participants
request permission from their supervisors to use the University Hex time
provision for a 90-minute lunch three
times a week.
Once enrolled. the lunch package

includes a LIFT membership ($50 for the
program or $75 with the center's full membership option), a Fitwell assessment. atshirt and a post-program assessment
Also for $3, anyone using the recreation
center during the noon hour can order a
lunch that can be picked up at a counter
on their way back to work.

and art; magic and occult in the ancient
world; causes of the gender wage gap:
what are women worth?; and using
poetics in writing poetry and fiction.
Faculty interested in teaching one of the
courses should contact the Honors office
as soon as possible to obtain a special
honors seminar proposal form. The
program is looking for potential courses
for both the fall 1990 and spring 1991
semesters. Courses usuaily are for one or
two credit hours. but occasionally
someone Nii! design a three credit hour
seminar.
Interested faculty should submit a
proposal to the honors office no later than
Jan. 29. The Honors Advisory Council will
review the proposal within the following
two weeks. The honors office will contact
each faculty member about the acceptability of the proposal. If the proposal is
accepted, the honors office will request
the faculty to choose a class time and
submit a short course description no later
than Feb. 12.
The one- and two-hour seminars will
most likely be taught as unpaid overload
- a contribution to the Honors Program.
All attempts will be made to make threehour seminars in-load.
Persons with questions should contact
Haas at 372-8503 or in 231 Administration
Building.

Scholarships: A good way to honor retirees
Dr. Ramona Cormier. dean of continuing
education and summer programs. Dr.
Gerald Saddlemire, college student
personnel, and Dr. Duane Tucker. director
of television services at WBGU-TV. all
may have retired at the end of 1989. but
for years to come they will have a direct
impact on the lives of students.
That is because endowed scholarships
of at least $5,000 have been created in
each of their names.
According to William Jenkins. development. friends and family members of the
three University administrators decided to
give scholarships as retirements gifts.
"When someone has spent his or her
career in higher education assisting
students in their quest for learning, it is
wonderful to give a gift which allows that
person to continue to assist students long
after retirement." Jenkins said.
He said that the retiree can write the crf-

Nonnan J. Uyers, thealre. "'Margaret Anglin's Greek Revivals. 1910-1928." in Theatre
StJJdies, Vol. 34. winier, 1989.

Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
1989, pages 247-272.

summer

James Blssland, journalism, "How Public
Relations Practitioners Measure Success: A
Critical Analysis of Silver Anvil Winners,· in
Public Relations Review, spring 1990.

Theatre: We've Got Magic To Do°' To Dream
the Impossible Dream: in The Cue. Vol. 66,

Hung-Lian Tang, accounting and management information systems, "Inside an Expert
System: Strengths, Weaknesses and Trends."
in The Journal of Computer Information

No. 1, summer 1989.

Systems.

Allen S. White, lhealre, "Teaching Musical

Adrian R. Tio', art, presented "Planning for
lmprovisalion in Teaching" at the 53rd Annual
Conference of the Mid-America College At1 As·
social.ion. CinciMali. Nov. 1 .

M. Nell Browne, economics, presented "The
Caricature of Critical Thinking in Gender and
Developmental Research" at Intellectual Skills
Development Convention. East Lansing. Mich ..
Oct 27. Also, -Critical Thinking in General
Education Programs· at the University of
Hartford. Hartford. Conn. Nov. 9-10.

Changing Patterns Before and After 1492.
sponsored by the smthsonian lnsti1ution,
Washington, D.C., Nov. 2·3. Kiple also chaired
"The Biological Conquest of Indigenous
People" at the International Convention of the
American Studies Association and the Cana·
dian Association for American Studies,
Toronto. Canada. Nov. 4.
Daniel Tutolo, education, presented -Critical

Reading of MagazWle Advertisements" at the
19th Annual Convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English. Baltimore. Md.,

Dr. Richard Bowers. HPER. conducts
each participant's assessments and
supervises his or her exercise program.
Following the first assessment. which
indudes a cholesterol screening, blood
pressure and electrocardiogram testing.
health risk appraisal and body composition analysis. Bowers discusses the
individual's goals and suggests an
exercise program.
The exercise sessions run from Feb. 1
through April 15 and Bowers will be
present during the noon time to talk with
the participants and supervise their
programs. "The idea is to get people to
start exercising," he said. "We're trying to
encourage people to provide for themselves a lifestyle that will enhance the
length of their lives and the quality of their
living."
Most importantly, the supervised
exercise program is to serve as a motivator. Bowers said. Many people start
exercising only to quit prematurely when
they don't see results fast enough or because they experience sore musdes. "All
we ask in this program is that the participant commit to it for at least four weeks. If
they stick with it that long, they will see results," Bowers said. "If they stick with it
the entire 10 weeks. they will be hooked
on exercising."

Honors Program seeks faculty
to teach special interest classes
Each semester the Honors Program
offers a set of special interest seminars to
Honors students who register for them
and receive elective credit. The primary
purpose of the seminars is to provide
Honors students an opportunity to explore
their special interests. give faculty an opportunity to teach a course that is not
a·1ailable in the curriculum and bring good
students and faculty together lor a
mutually enriching educational experi·
erice.
Since the seminars customarily are
offered on an ad hoc basis and because
they are usually outside the regular departmental offerings. it has been difficult
to inform faculty of these opportunities.
However. faculty who have pursued the
opportunity have typically had an excellent teaching experience. said Dr. Paul
Haas. director of the Honors Program.
The courses enroll between five and 15
highly motivated students. The seminars
should have a general education emphasis. A typical seminar would enroll
excellent stJClents with a variety of
backgrounds and interests. The courses
will be offered as an elective and thus will
attract only those students who truly are
interested.
In the past seminars have examined a
wide variety of topics induding Soviet life
in film; the tension between critical
thinking and legal reasoning; psychology

Ronald Shlelds.. thealre. and Jo Ann Bolin
Shleld, IPCO. "How Do You Say It: Sara
Lowrey and Televised Instruction.• in Carolinas
Speech CommunicaDon Annual, Vol. V, 1989.

Faculty/Staff presentations

teria determining what type of student
shall receive the award. For example, the
Ramona Cormier Scholarship will be
awarded to a nontraditional student who
has financial need.
But Jenkins said that scholarships are
not the only way friends can honor a
retiring colleague. An endowed library
account to purchase academic journals or
books in the retiree's field of expertise, a
faculty research award or professional
development fund in the name of the
person also are very fitting.
The development office can provide assistance in creating an endowed account
in honor of someone. The assistance may
include the identification of potential
donors and determination of appropriate
types of solicitation (in-person. telephone
or direct mail) in order to provide the best
results.

Ronald Shields, theatre. and Pat Arneson,
IPCO, "Perspective Taking as Pedagogical

Goal in the Beginning Oral lnteipretation
Class." in Ohio SpeechJoumal, Vol. 27,

October 1989.

W. Thomas Southern, Eric Jones and Edward Ascus, all of special education. "Practiof Gifted Children,· in Gifted Child Ouarterly.
Vol. 33, No. 1, winter.

Benjamin N. Muego, Firelands. presented
"The Philippine Response to the Rearming of
Japan" and chaired a panel on "The Mililariza·
lion of Japan and the Southeast Asian Response· at the Association for Asian Studies/

Eddie Parish, applied human ecology. coauthored "Single Parents: Interaction of
Parenting and Sexual Issues: in Journal of Sex
and Marital Therapy, Vol. 15. No. 4, winter.

Washington, D.C .• Oct.22: served as exper1
witness and faculty resource person for the
"Policy and Strategy IV Wargame· at the
Wargaming and Assessment Center. Marine

tioner Objections to the Academic Acceleration

Mid-Atlantic Region at Georgetown University.

Ann-Marie Lancaster, computer science.
and Tim King, planning and budget. "How U.S.
Colleges and Universities Can Con!rom Telecommunications Issues: in Planning for Higher
Education, 1988·89.

Barbee Mynatt, computer science. Software
Engineering with Student Project Guidance,
Prentice-Hall, 1990.
Laura Leventhal, computer science, "Programming Aesthetics." in The Encyclopedia of
Microcomputers, Marcel-Dekker, Inc.

Richard Bowers (right). fitness director at the Student Recreation Center. shows
Roman Carek. director of the Counseling and Career Development Center. and
student Kim Eborg. how to use the life rower, one of the many pieces of exerdse
equipment available for use during the noon program.
Participants can choose programs for
walking, swimming, running or cyding
with suggested workouts posted on a
weekly basis. Other opportunities indude
the aerobic stairmaster. rowing machines,
ladder climb and aerobic. low impact
exercise.

"We see this program as something
that can be a whole lifestyle change.
such as sleeping better and eating
right," Parsons said. "Once you start a
regular exercise program it triggers
other things that make you want to live
life more prudently."

S m o k i n g p o l i c y_ _
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incinerator room. She feels the policy has
had an effect on productivity.
"I think I have more lost time now,"
Schimpf said. "I've always worked it here
that instead of giving the employees two
15-minute breaks each day. we have a
one-half hour break in the afternoon.
During that time we discuss different
problems and programs.
·But now the smokers use that time to
smoke and it has ruined our meeting time.
My management staff isn't very happy
about it and ifs hard to io.eep track where
everyone is:
One benefit of the policy. Schimpf said.
is that three food service employees have
quit smoking this fall.
Although figures are not in yet. Schimpf
said she will be interested to see how the
smoking policy has affected vending sales
on campus. especially in the Administration Building which became a nonsmoking facility in November. The
vending room was a popular spot for
smokers who took most of their breaks
and ate their lunches there. Since the
policy was implemented, most smokers
take breaks outdoors and leave the
building for lunch.
Faculty Senate is continuing to investigate the smoking policy and Or. AnnMarie Lancaster, senate chair. said a
committee has been appointed to
examine the processes used by the
building committees in determining
whether a building should be smoking or
non-smoking.
"We want to see if the process has been
one of consensus; Lancaster said. 'We
have had mixed feedback about the
policy. In some buildings, people have
been satisfied with the outcome, but in
others people say a committee was appointed. a vote was taken and there was
no opportunity for the building occupants
to have a say. Our concern is that in these
cases there is a frustrated minority and
there should be a better way to handle the
situation:
One argument for eliminating smoking in
campus buildings has been that the
ventilation in most of the facilities recirculates the air, thus sending smoke throughout the entire building. Lancaster argued
that there are other toxic substances in
the air such as perfumes and germs that
are being circulated. but only smoke has
become an issue.
"You can·t use this argument and only
look at smoking in isolation. If someone
catches a cold and comes to work in my

building. it's likely rm going to be negatively affected." Lancaster said.
"Banning rarely works unless there is a
consensus and we feel in many buildings
there has not been a consensus. We
need something in between. such as
having a very specific smoking area
perhaps with its own air filter. We need to
look at buildings that have been success·
ful in coming up with a solution:
The new College Park Office Building is
an example of a facility where the building
environment committee put the issue to a
vote and the majority called for nonsmoking. Dr. Joseph Gray. chair of the
German. Russian and East Asian
languages department. was among the
frustrated minority.
He said he. and some of his colleagues.
were not happy with the voting choices
presented by the building committee. The
building's occupants were asked to
choose either a smoking or non-smoking
facility. If the majority had wanted a
smoking facility. another ballot would have
been circulated to decide on designated
smoking areas. Gray said none of the
alternatives provided for individuals to be
allowed to smoke in their private offices.
·1 know one of the main arguments for
banning smoking entirely from a building
is poor ventilation, but I would like to see
some evidence that recyded air could be
harmful to someone elsewhere in the
building; Gray said.
After the building vote. Gray examined
the Academic Charter and discovered
Section B-115G2a which discusses
·employee responsibilities." Under the
provision it says smoking is not allowed in
classrooms or laboratories at any time.
but is permitted in offices, hallways,
lobbies and restrooms in academic
buildings.
Gray said he considers the College Park
Office Building to be an academic building
because it houses faculty offices and two
classrooms.
Since finding the charter provision, he
has sent a memorandum to all members
of the department saying until the issue is
clarified, faculty may smoke in their
offices. However. they must put a sign on
their door indicating it is a smoking room
and any student who wishes to meet with
the professor in a non-smoking room can
make an appointment with the secretary.
"No one has complained to me directly
(about the memorandum)," Gray said. ·1
don't want to disrupt the academic
function of the department."

John Holmes, and Bob Wu, both of market·
ing, "The Comparative Effectiveness of Time
Oriented Advertising Appeals." in Marketing
Theory and Practice: Developments for the

90s.
John Hoag, Mark Wheeler, and Dave Reed,
all of economics. "How Much Have Pollution
Standards Hurt Employment in Ohio's Coal
Mines: in The Ohio Joumal of Economics and
Politics.
Sung C. Bae, finance, "Interest Rate
Changes and Common Stock Returns of
Financial Institutions: Revisited." in Journal of
Financial Research. Vol. 13, No. 1. spring
1990.
Sarah L Sharp, history. co-authOl'ed "Oral
History: A Directory." in A Guide to the History
ol California, Greenwood Press. 1989.
Al Blankenship, professor emeritus of
marketing. had his book The Market Research
Council published.
Denise Hartsough, RTVF. -Crime Pays: The
Studios· Labor Deals in the 1930s." in Velvet
Light Trap. 1989. Also. the review of "Film and
the Ar1s in Symbiosis- in Journal of Poou!ar
F:im and Te!e;·1s1on.
Denise Trauth, Graduate Cci:ege. and John
Huffman. 1ournal:sm. --A Case Stud1 of a
D1tterer.se 1n Perspec~;·.-es: The DC C:rcuit
Co:J~ o• Appc;als ano the FCC:'" Joumat Of

Eric Jones, special education, co-authored
two chapters "Definition, Classification and
Prevalence" and ·Family Issues: in the third
edition of Mental Retardation. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1990.

Andrew Kerek, arts and sciences, co·
authored The Writer's Options: Combining to
Composing. fourth edition. Harper and Row.
Publishers, New York. 1990.

Terry W. Parsons and Richard W. Bowers,
both of student recreation center. co-authored
"Never Say Never To A Professional Ideal:
Project FITWELL: From Dream to Reality," in
Collected Readings in Recreational Sports.

1989.
Ruth Wilson and Colleen Mandell, special
education, co-authored "A Social Observation
Checklist for Preschoolers: in Annual Editions.
1990·91.

Roger Bennett, education and allied profes·
sions. "Ohio SB-140: Content and Consequences," in the fall issue of Dimensions.
journal of the Ohio Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, and "Important
Legislation for Handicapped 3-year-olds and
Ohio." in the fall edition of News and Views. a
newsletter for the Ohio Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Kenley lnglefield, music composition and
history. \\TOie arrangements for flute choir and
piccolo and two flutes and piano of "The
Cascades· a Rag by Scott Joplin which were
published by ALRY Publication. Charlotte. N.C.

M. Neil Browne, economics. and Nancy
Kubasek, legal s:udJes. ·The Tension Between
Crit•cal Th:n4.:r:g and Legal Reaso~:ng.- 1n
Critical Tt;inr..ng. Language and lnq.;iry Across
the D:sc1p!ines. Conference 1958 Proceedings

Hess to deliver Distinguished Research Lecture
Dr. Gary Hess, history. will deliver his
Distinguished Research Professor Lecture
at 3:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in the Alumni Room
of the University Union.
His lecture is entitled "From 'Lost
Crusade' to 'Noble Cause:' The Rewriting
of the Vietnam War: A reception will

follow in the Ohio Suite.
Hess was named Distinguished
Research Professor by the Board of
Trustees in October 1988. one of the
highest honors that can be given to a
University faculty member.
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speech, and a video about the civil rights
leader's life that was put together by Ken
Robinson. a senior visual communication
technology major.
McKinney's appearance and the ceremony honoring King are free arid open to
the public.

bank in Seattle, the Liberty Bank, now
called the Emerald City Bank.
He is also active in the religious
community where he has been past
president of the Seattle Council of
Churches. past president of the North
Pacific Baptist Convention and a past
board and executive member of the
American Baptist Churches.

McKinney, who grew up in Cleveland,

has been the minister at Mount Zion since
1958 and has guided its growth from BOO
members to its current 2.800. Prior to
heading the Seattle church he was pastor
of the Olney Street Baptist Church in
Providence. A.I. and pastoral assistant at
the Antioch Baptist Church in Cleveland
where his father, the late Rev. Wade
Hampton McKinney, was pastor for nearly
35 years.
A graduate of the Colgate Rochester
Divinity School, McKinney is a highly
respected figure in Seattle. He was an
original member of the Seattle Human
Rights Commission and for 12 years was
on the Washington State Commission for
Vocational Education. He founded the
Seattle Opportunities Industrialization
Center and was president of its board of
directors for 20 years. In the late 1960s he
was one of the founders of the first black

C a p i t a l b u d g e t from the front

Education and Recreation's facilities.
McGeein said due to age. the building's
service systems have deteriorated
beyond repair and interior modifications
made to try to meet current teaching
needs have resulted in a patchwork of
wood partitions. laboratories in former
locker rooms and faculty offices and laboratories in unventilated areas.
In addition. the present building condi·
tions and interior design cannot support
current programs in human performance.
sports physiology and conditioning. dance
education and elementary and secondary
teacher education in physical education
for children.
McGeein said the University will be reviewing its priorities and submitting its
capital requests in 1992 for funding for
1993-94.

Corps Corroat Development Command
(MCCDC). Quantico. Va .• Oct. 1O: chaired a
panel on "Cohesion, Motivation and Leadership
in the Military" at the Biennial International
Meeting of the Inter-University Seminar on
Armed FOl'ces and Society, Baltimore. Md.,
Oct. 29; and gave a lecture on "The Multilateral
Aid Initiative: 'Marshall Plan' for the Philippines?" at Austin College's Great Issues Convocations Series. Sherman. Texas. Oct. 26.
Beth A. Casey, academic options. presented
a two-Oay worllshop on "Interdisciplinary
General Education" for the Association for
Integrative Studies at Sonoma State University.
Rohnen Park. Calif. Oct. 10-12.
Phil Alkire, educational administration and
supervision, presented ·Dealing With Confrontation· at the Buckeye Association of School
Administrators Fall Conference, Columbus,
Oct. 3-4.
Richard Burke, educational foundations and
inquiry, presented "Leaming Cooperative
Leaming Through Cooperative Leaming in a
Mastery Leaming Format" at the Midwest
Association of Teachers of Educational
Psychology Conference at Miami University.
Oxford, Oct. 6-7.
Younghee Kim, applied human ecology.
presented "Dietary and Genetic Influences on
the Plasma Cholesterol Levels of Pediatric
Population" at the 72nd annual meeting of the
American Dietetic Association. Kansas City.
Missouri. Oct. 25.
The following faculty members led drscus·
sions at the workshop. ·unlocking Leadersn:p
Potential." sponsored O)· The Office o!
Continuing Education. Bowling Green No".'. ~ 3:
Ruth Olscamp, communication disorders -Tue
Leaoer as Actor and Artis!": Ron Partin,
educational foundat:ons and inqu:ry. -The
Leader as Goal Setter. Planner and Probiem
Sol~er·: John Piper, health. ohys1cai ecuca!lon
and recreation. -Tue Leader as Inviter and
Facilitator·: and Martha Tack, educat1onai ad·
ministration and supervision. -Tue Leader as
Risk Taker and Decision MakerR.K. Clari<, RTVF. presented ·Tue ABC"s of
Working Easier· at the Lima chapter of Ohio
Society of Cenified Public Accountants.

Nov.

17·22.
Pamela AUlson, Becky Pissanos and Sally
Sakola, all of health. physical education and
recreation, co-presented "The Physical
Education Institutional Biographies of Preservice Classroom Teachers" at the R Tait
McKenzie Symposium on Sport Pedagogy.
Knoxville. Tenn .• Oct. 26.

Patricia Cunningham, applied human ecol·
ogy. presented ·Dress Reform in Chicago· and
gave the opening remarks as president of the
CSA. Region Ill at the 1989 Annual Meeting
and Symposium of the Costume Society of
America. Region Ill, Chicago. Ill .• Nov. 10-11.
Kathleen Campbell, Guldal Caba and
David Weis, applied human ecology. presented ·Dyadic Adjustment and Sex Role
Stereotyping in Homosexual and Heterosexual
Couples· at the National Council of Family Re·
lations. New Orleans. La.. Nov. 7.
Ruth Wilson, special education. presented a
research poster session at the International
Conference on Young Children with Special
Needs. Minneapolis. Minn .. Oct. 21 ·25. She
also presented a program on stress manage·
ment for teachers at Vermillion High School.
Oct. 13. and a session on educational services
available the community for preschool and
elementary school teachers at the To!edo Red
Cross Center, Nov. 1.

:n

Leslie J.Chamberfin, education and allied
professions. made the following presentations:
"Dynamic Discipline in Your Classroom- at the
Ohio School lor the Blind. Columbus. Aug. 2526: "Developing Responsible Children· at Phi
Delta Kappa Toledo Chapter at St. John's High
School. Sept. 27; "The Success Cyc!e: What It
is and How To Use 11· at St. Mary·s C:ty
Schools. Oct. 11; ·o;sopline · Develop,ng
Responsible Children· at Bedford Pu:i1r::
Schools. Bedford. Mich .. Oct. 13; -1n"pro-..1ng
Student Behavior· at Ohio School fee :'oe Blind.
CoiuIT'bus. Oct. 19-26: and -i.1anag,,.,;; S:ress
In Your Life and C!assroom· a: Spr ~;:;· e c
Locai J~n,or Hgh School. Nov. 13
Jerry Streichler and David Gedeon. :-::- o!
prese;;:ed Graa'"'a:e Pc~;,·3-·:o '"
i .... c:.:s::-,a,! Teci-:no:og:, iA Cha>enge ::: '·J ..\:T1~ a~
:~e tJ.:..iT 22 .... d Ar. .... :...al C::::r:~e .. e:--:e
~:.:-:.·-a:::
;,5 Inc . Oc: , 8·20
:e:~:cc::;g;.

The toi'ow.ng sroo'ogy fac:.i:!y r.oe-n.o·s
presentations at The Nor:h A~e .. ::aSoc1ety for the Sooo!ogy of Soor1. Was- -;:;::ir.
D.C .. Nov. 9·12: Elmer Spreitzer a"c Eldon
Snyder. ·sports With the Blacl< Sc::>:..; :..;-e A
Maner of Social Class or a D:s!ln~:ve
Subculture·: Jimmy Frazier and Snyder. ·Tne
Underdog Concept in Spor1"; and Snyder.
-Comparing Pictures and Words: A P.,c:o
Essay of the Social Structure of Corr.pe::t1ve
Shuffleboard:
~a~e

Thomas Hilty, art. presented -Changing
Definitior.s of the VISUal Arts and Their Impact
on Admission and The Foundation Year· at the
1989 National Association of Schools of An
and Design Annual Meeting, Indianapolis. Ind.
Oct. 20. Also, was a panel discussion member
on ·Faculty Development Issues· at The 1989
National Council of At1 Administrators. New Or·
leans. La .. Nov. 16-18.

Ernest Champion, ethnic studies. presented
-Cultural Divef"Slty Across the Undergraduate
Curriculum: An Imperative for 21st Cent:.Jry- at
the Institute on Cultural Diversity and Liberal
Education: Negotiating Difference in the
Academy. University of Chicago. Nov. 5-8

The following faculty made presentations at
the 12th annual Third World Studies Confer·
ence. Omaha. Neb.• October: Fei Wang, mass
communication. "Communication and
Development in China·; Harold Fisher, JOumalism. ·First World Superiority in Communication

Robert L Perry, ethmc studies. presen:ed
·Patterns and Perceptions of Black anc
Hispanic Substance Abusers m Treatment" at
the Third Annual Conference on Cour.seltna
and Treating People of Colour. an lntemat1or.al
Perspective. Bermuda. Oct. 30-Nov. 2.

Technologies: Threat to Third World Media De·
velopment and Advance?" and ·The Asia·
Pacific Broadcasting Union as a Framework for
Collaboration in Regional Broadcasting·; and
Srinivas Melkote, RTVF. ·First and Third
World Media: Continuing Issues and Predic·
lions for the Future:
Philip G. Terrie, English and American
culture studies. prese!1ted ·The O:her Within
The lnd1anization of Francis Park.man- at the
JOint meeting of the American Studies
Associat10n and the Canadian Associat,on for
American Studies. Toronto. Canada. Nov 5.
Wei Shih, applied statistics and operatJOns
research. presented -Pricing and Ordenng
Decis10ns for Perishable Goods with Price·
Dependent Demand· at the National ORSA
TIMS Meeting. New York City. Oct 16-18.
Kenneth F. Kiple and Brian Higgins, both of
history. presented -Disease and the Afncaniza·
lion of the Caribbean· at the Conference on
Disease and Demography m the Americas:

Clyde R. Wims, health and human services.
presemed the following papers: ·Educa::ng lo•
lnterd1sopl1nary Coliaborat10n· at the 72,-..o
Annua' Meeting of the Amencan D e!e?re
Assooat1or.. Kansas City. Mo .. Oct 2€.
·1n•1uer.c1ng Pubi•C Awareness Abo": A' :ec
Heal:h· a: :tie ann:.Jal American Soc e:-.· c'
Al'ied Hea 1m Profess10ns meeting. R.di~or>e
Va. Nov •O. ancl ·Tue Developmer,; a' A':ec
Heai;h ProfeSSIQns ano the Rehab•l,!a!•cn
Team- at the annual meeting of ttie American
Speech-Hearing Assooat1on. St LotJ:s. ,.lo ..
Nov. 18.
Michael T. Marsden, popular cu1:ure. a-:s
and soences. and interim chair 01 IPCO department. presented ·The Mighty Mag;c of !!'le Red
Tun:c The ~.1ount1e as lntt"?mat1o~a; leer- a~ :~e
8,er.~1ai Me,:,:,ng o! the AssooatlOn tor
Canaa an S:c..d1es 1n me Un;ted Stat;,s Sa,-,
Frar.c1sco. Cali!. Nov. 19.
Robert DeBard, Firelands. presented -us,,,g
Tran5,i,or.a: Motivation to Enhance Leam:ng· at
the N:ntn An~ual Lilly Conference O'."! Cc:lege
Teaching M1am1 University. Nov i0·12

Faculty I Staff publications
Program receives overwhelming response

Recreation center provides an alternative to the high calorie
The holidays are over and reality is
staring back from the mirror. You can
pinch more than an inch and you have
Santa beat when it comes to a belly
that shakes like a bowHul of jelly. On
top of it all. you become winded dimb·
ing just one flight of stairs and you
haven't touched your toes in years.
Let's face it-you're not exactly the
model of physical fitness.
The Student Recreation Center is
providing an opportunity for University
employees to make good on New
Year's resolutions that set goals of
better health in 1990. For people with
good intentions. but never the right
dose of motivation, the "Out-to-Lunch
Fitness Bunch" program may be the
answer.
Limited to 30 participants. the noontime program already has its quota and
a waiting list is being developed for
future offerings. "The response to this
program has been a pleasant surprise; said Dr. Terry Parsons. director
of the Student Recreation Center. -We
filled our quota very quickly. Obviously
ifs the kind of exercise program many
people were interested in."
Parsons said the program is an
attempt to reach out to faculty and staff
who always say they want to go to the
center. but never have the time after
work.
It is suggested that participants
request permission from their supervisors to use the University Hex time
provision for a 90-minute lunch three
times a week.
Once enrolled. the lunch package

includes a LIFT membership ($50 for the
program or $75 with the center's full membership option), a Fitwell assessment. atshirt and a post-program assessment
Also for $3, anyone using the recreation
center during the noon hour can order a
lunch that can be picked up at a counter
on their way back to work.

and art; magic and occult in the ancient
world; causes of the gender wage gap:
what are women worth?; and using
poetics in writing poetry and fiction.
Faculty interested in teaching one of the
courses should contact the Honors office
as soon as possible to obtain a special
honors seminar proposal form. The
program is looking for potential courses
for both the fall 1990 and spring 1991
semesters. Courses usuaily are for one or
two credit hours. but occasionally
someone Nii! design a three credit hour
seminar.
Interested faculty should submit a
proposal to the honors office no later than
Jan. 29. The Honors Advisory Council will
review the proposal within the following
two weeks. The honors office will contact
each faculty member about the acceptability of the proposal. If the proposal is
accepted, the honors office will request
the faculty to choose a class time and
submit a short course description no later
than Feb. 12.
The one- and two-hour seminars will
most likely be taught as unpaid overload
- a contribution to the Honors Program.
All attempts will be made to make threehour seminars in-load.
Persons with questions should contact
Haas at 372-8503 or in 231 Administration
Building.

Scholarships: A good way to honor retirees
Dr. Ramona Cormier. dean of continuing
education and summer programs. Dr.
Gerald Saddlemire, college student
personnel, and Dr. Duane Tucker. director
of television services at WBGU-TV. all
may have retired at the end of 1989. but
for years to come they will have a direct
impact on the lives of students.
That is because endowed scholarships
of at least $5,000 have been created in
each of their names.
According to William Jenkins. development. friends and family members of the
three University administrators decided to
give scholarships as retirements gifts.
"When someone has spent his or her
career in higher education assisting
students in their quest for learning, it is
wonderful to give a gift which allows that
person to continue to assist students long
after retirement." Jenkins said.
He said that the retiree can write the crf-

Nonnan J. Uyers, thealre. "'Margaret Anglin's Greek Revivals. 1910-1928." in Theatre
StJJdies, Vol. 34. winier, 1989.

Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
1989, pages 247-272.

summer

James Blssland, journalism, "How Public
Relations Practitioners Measure Success: A
Critical Analysis of Silver Anvil Winners,· in
Public Relations Review, spring 1990.

Theatre: We've Got Magic To Do°' To Dream
the Impossible Dream: in The Cue. Vol. 66,

Hung-Lian Tang, accounting and management information systems, "Inside an Expert
System: Strengths, Weaknesses and Trends."
in The Journal of Computer Information

No. 1, summer 1989.

Systems.

Allen S. White, lhealre, "Teaching Musical

Adrian R. Tio', art, presented "Planning for
lmprovisalion in Teaching" at the 53rd Annual
Conference of the Mid-America College At1 As·
social.ion. CinciMali. Nov. 1 .

M. Nell Browne, economics, presented "The
Caricature of Critical Thinking in Gender and
Developmental Research" at Intellectual Skills
Development Convention. East Lansing. Mich ..
Oct 27. Also, -Critical Thinking in General
Education Programs· at the University of
Hartford. Hartford. Conn. Nov. 9-10.

Changing Patterns Before and After 1492.
sponsored by the smthsonian lnsti1ution,
Washington, D.C., Nov. 2·3. Kiple also chaired
"The Biological Conquest of Indigenous
People" at the International Convention of the
American Studies Association and the Cana·
dian Association for American Studies,
Toronto. Canada. Nov. 4.
Daniel Tutolo, education, presented -Critical

Reading of MagazWle Advertisements" at the
19th Annual Convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English. Baltimore. Md.,

Dr. Richard Bowers. HPER. conducts
each participant's assessments and
supervises his or her exercise program.
Following the first assessment. which
indudes a cholesterol screening, blood
pressure and electrocardiogram testing.
health risk appraisal and body composition analysis. Bowers discusses the
individual's goals and suggests an
exercise program.
The exercise sessions run from Feb. 1
through April 15 and Bowers will be
present during the noon time to talk with
the participants and supervise their
programs. "The idea is to get people to
start exercising," he said. "We're trying to
encourage people to provide for themselves a lifestyle that will enhance the
length of their lives and the quality of their
living."
Most importantly, the supervised
exercise program is to serve as a motivator. Bowers said. Many people start
exercising only to quit prematurely when
they don't see results fast enough or because they experience sore musdes. "All
we ask in this program is that the participant commit to it for at least four weeks. If
they stick with it that long, they will see results," Bowers said. "If they stick with it
the entire 10 weeks. they will be hooked
on exercising."

Honors Program seeks faculty
to teach special interest classes
Each semester the Honors Program
offers a set of special interest seminars to
Honors students who register for them
and receive elective credit. The primary
purpose of the seminars is to provide
Honors students an opportunity to explore
their special interests. give faculty an opportunity to teach a course that is not
a·1ailable in the curriculum and bring good
students and faculty together lor a
mutually enriching educational experi·
erice.
Since the seminars customarily are
offered on an ad hoc basis and because
they are usually outside the regular departmental offerings. it has been difficult
to inform faculty of these opportunities.
However. faculty who have pursued the
opportunity have typically had an excellent teaching experience. said Dr. Paul
Haas. director of the Honors Program.
The courses enroll between five and 15
highly motivated students. The seminars
should have a general education emphasis. A typical seminar would enroll
excellent stJClents with a variety of
backgrounds and interests. The courses
will be offered as an elective and thus will
attract only those students who truly are
interested.
In the past seminars have examined a
wide variety of topics induding Soviet life
in film; the tension between critical
thinking and legal reasoning; psychology

Ronald Shlelds.. thealre. and Jo Ann Bolin
Shleld, IPCO. "How Do You Say It: Sara
Lowrey and Televised Instruction.• in Carolinas
Speech CommunicaDon Annual, Vol. V, 1989.
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teria determining what type of student
shall receive the award. For example, the
Ramona Cormier Scholarship will be
awarded to a nontraditional student who
has financial need.
But Jenkins said that scholarships are
not the only way friends can honor a
retiring colleague. An endowed library
account to purchase academic journals or
books in the retiree's field of expertise, a
faculty research award or professional
development fund in the name of the
person also are very fitting.
The development office can provide assistance in creating an endowed account
in honor of someone. The assistance may
include the identification of potential
donors and determination of appropriate
types of solicitation (in-person. telephone
or direct mail) in order to provide the best
results.

Ronald Shields, theatre. and Pat Arneson,
IPCO, "Perspective Taking as Pedagogical

Goal in the Beginning Oral lnteipretation
Class." in Ohio SpeechJoumal, Vol. 27,

October 1989.

W. Thomas Southern, Eric Jones and Edward Ascus, all of special education. "Practiof Gifted Children,· in Gifted Child Ouarterly.
Vol. 33, No. 1, winter.

Benjamin N. Muego, Firelands. presented
"The Philippine Response to the Rearming of
Japan" and chaired a panel on "The Mililariza·
lion of Japan and the Southeast Asian Response· at the Association for Asian Studies/

Eddie Parish, applied human ecology. coauthored "Single Parents: Interaction of
Parenting and Sexual Issues: in Journal of Sex
and Marital Therapy, Vol. 15. No. 4, winter.

Washington, D.C .• Oct.22: served as exper1
witness and faculty resource person for the
"Policy and Strategy IV Wargame· at the
Wargaming and Assessment Center. Marine

tioner Objections to the Academic Acceleration

Mid-Atlantic Region at Georgetown University.

Ann-Marie Lancaster, computer science.
and Tim King, planning and budget. "How U.S.
Colleges and Universities Can Con!rom Telecommunications Issues: in Planning for Higher
Education, 1988·89.

Barbee Mynatt, computer science. Software
Engineering with Student Project Guidance,
Prentice-Hall, 1990.
Laura Leventhal, computer science, "Programming Aesthetics." in The Encyclopedia of
Microcomputers, Marcel-Dekker, Inc.

Richard Bowers (right). fitness director at the Student Recreation Center. shows
Roman Carek. director of the Counseling and Career Development Center. and
student Kim Eborg. how to use the life rower, one of the many pieces of exerdse
equipment available for use during the noon program.
Participants can choose programs for
walking, swimming, running or cyding
with suggested workouts posted on a
weekly basis. Other opportunities indude
the aerobic stairmaster. rowing machines,
ladder climb and aerobic. low impact
exercise.

"We see this program as something
that can be a whole lifestyle change.
such as sleeping better and eating
right," Parsons said. "Once you start a
regular exercise program it triggers
other things that make you want to live
life more prudently."

S m o k i n g p o l i c y_ _
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incinerator room. She feels the policy has
had an effect on productivity.
"I think I have more lost time now,"
Schimpf said. "I've always worked it here
that instead of giving the employees two
15-minute breaks each day. we have a
one-half hour break in the afternoon.
During that time we discuss different
problems and programs.
·But now the smokers use that time to
smoke and it has ruined our meeting time.
My management staff isn't very happy
about it and ifs hard to io.eep track where
everyone is:
One benefit of the policy. Schimpf said.
is that three food service employees have
quit smoking this fall.
Although figures are not in yet. Schimpf
said she will be interested to see how the
smoking policy has affected vending sales
on campus. especially in the Administration Building which became a nonsmoking facility in November. The
vending room was a popular spot for
smokers who took most of their breaks
and ate their lunches there. Since the
policy was implemented, most smokers
take breaks outdoors and leave the
building for lunch.
Faculty Senate is continuing to investigate the smoking policy and Or. AnnMarie Lancaster, senate chair. said a
committee has been appointed to
examine the processes used by the
building committees in determining
whether a building should be smoking or
non-smoking.
"We want to see if the process has been
one of consensus; Lancaster said. 'We
have had mixed feedback about the
policy. In some buildings, people have
been satisfied with the outcome, but in
others people say a committee was appointed. a vote was taken and there was
no opportunity for the building occupants
to have a say. Our concern is that in these
cases there is a frustrated minority and
there should be a better way to handle the
situation:
One argument for eliminating smoking in
campus buildings has been that the
ventilation in most of the facilities recirculates the air, thus sending smoke throughout the entire building. Lancaster argued
that there are other toxic substances in
the air such as perfumes and germs that
are being circulated. but only smoke has
become an issue.
"You can·t use this argument and only
look at smoking in isolation. If someone
catches a cold and comes to work in my

building. it's likely rm going to be negatively affected." Lancaster said.
"Banning rarely works unless there is a
consensus and we feel in many buildings
there has not been a consensus. We
need something in between. such as
having a very specific smoking area
perhaps with its own air filter. We need to
look at buildings that have been success·
ful in coming up with a solution:
The new College Park Office Building is
an example of a facility where the building
environment committee put the issue to a
vote and the majority called for nonsmoking. Dr. Joseph Gray. chair of the
German. Russian and East Asian
languages department. was among the
frustrated minority.
He said he. and some of his colleagues.
were not happy with the voting choices
presented by the building committee. The
building's occupants were asked to
choose either a smoking or non-smoking
facility. If the majority had wanted a
smoking facility. another ballot would have
been circulated to decide on designated
smoking areas. Gray said none of the
alternatives provided for individuals to be
allowed to smoke in their private offices.
·1 know one of the main arguments for
banning smoking entirely from a building
is poor ventilation, but I would like to see
some evidence that recyded air could be
harmful to someone elsewhere in the
building; Gray said.
After the building vote. Gray examined
the Academic Charter and discovered
Section B-115G2a which discusses
·employee responsibilities." Under the
provision it says smoking is not allowed in
classrooms or laboratories at any time.
but is permitted in offices, hallways,
lobbies and restrooms in academic
buildings.
Gray said he considers the College Park
Office Building to be an academic building
because it houses faculty offices and two
classrooms.
Since finding the charter provision, he
has sent a memorandum to all members
of the department saying until the issue is
clarified, faculty may smoke in their
offices. However. they must put a sign on
their door indicating it is a smoking room
and any student who wishes to meet with
the professor in a non-smoking room can
make an appointment with the secretary.
"No one has complained to me directly
(about the memorandum)," Gray said. ·1
don't want to disrupt the academic
function of the department."

John Holmes, and Bob Wu, both of market·
ing, "The Comparative Effectiveness of Time
Oriented Advertising Appeals." in Marketing
Theory and Practice: Developments for the

90s.
John Hoag, Mark Wheeler, and Dave Reed,
all of economics. "How Much Have Pollution
Standards Hurt Employment in Ohio's Coal
Mines: in The Ohio Joumal of Economics and
Politics.
Sung C. Bae, finance, "Interest Rate
Changes and Common Stock Returns of
Financial Institutions: Revisited." in Journal of
Financial Research. Vol. 13, No. 1. spring
1990.
Sarah L Sharp, history. co-authOl'ed "Oral
History: A Directory." in A Guide to the History
ol California, Greenwood Press. 1989.
Al Blankenship, professor emeritus of
marketing. had his book The Market Research
Council published.
Denise Hartsough, RTVF. -Crime Pays: The
Studios· Labor Deals in the 1930s." in Velvet
Light Trap. 1989. Also. the review of "Film and
the Ar1s in Symbiosis- in Journal of Poou!ar
F:im and Te!e;·1s1on.
Denise Trauth, Graduate Cci:ege. and John
Huffman. 1ournal:sm. --A Case Stud1 of a
D1tterer.se 1n Perspec~;·.-es: The DC C:rcuit
Co:J~ o• Appc;als ano the FCC:'" Joumat Of

Eric Jones, special education, co-authored
two chapters "Definition, Classification and
Prevalence" and ·Family Issues: in the third
edition of Mental Retardation. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1990.

Andrew Kerek, arts and sciences, co·
authored The Writer's Options: Combining to
Composing. fourth edition. Harper and Row.
Publishers, New York. 1990.

Terry W. Parsons and Richard W. Bowers,
both of student recreation center. co-authored
"Never Say Never To A Professional Ideal:
Project FITWELL: From Dream to Reality," in
Collected Readings in Recreational Sports.

1989.
Ruth Wilson and Colleen Mandell, special
education, co-authored "A Social Observation
Checklist for Preschoolers: in Annual Editions.
1990·91.

Roger Bennett, education and allied profes·
sions. "Ohio SB-140: Content and Consequences," in the fall issue of Dimensions.
journal of the Ohio Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, and "Important
Legislation for Handicapped 3-year-olds and
Ohio." in the fall edition of News and Views. a
newsletter for the Ohio Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Kenley lnglefield, music composition and
history. \\TOie arrangements for flute choir and
piccolo and two flutes and piano of "The
Cascades· a Rag by Scott Joplin which were
published by ALRY Publication. Charlotte. N.C.

M. Neil Browne, economics. and Nancy
Kubasek, legal s:udJes. ·The Tension Between
Crit•cal Th:n4.:r:g and Legal Reaso~:ng.- 1n
Critical Tt;inr..ng. Language and lnq.;iry Across
the D:sc1p!ines. Conference 1958 Proceedings

Hess to deliver Distinguished Research Lecture
Dr. Gary Hess, history. will deliver his
Distinguished Research Professor Lecture
at 3:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in the Alumni Room
of the University Union.
His lecture is entitled "From 'Lost
Crusade' to 'Noble Cause:' The Rewriting
of the Vietnam War: A reception will

follow in the Ohio Suite.
Hess was named Distinguished
Research Professor by the Board of
Trustees in October 1988. one of the
highest honors that can be given to a
University faculty member.
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speech, and a video about the civil rights
leader's life that was put together by Ken
Robinson. a senior visual communication
technology major.
McKinney's appearance and the ceremony honoring King are free arid open to
the public.

bank in Seattle, the Liberty Bank, now
called the Emerald City Bank.
He is also active in the religious
community where he has been past
president of the Seattle Council of
Churches. past president of the North
Pacific Baptist Convention and a past
board and executive member of the
American Baptist Churches.

McKinney, who grew up in Cleveland,

has been the minister at Mount Zion since
1958 and has guided its growth from BOO
members to its current 2.800. Prior to
heading the Seattle church he was pastor
of the Olney Street Baptist Church in
Providence. A.I. and pastoral assistant at
the Antioch Baptist Church in Cleveland
where his father, the late Rev. Wade
Hampton McKinney, was pastor for nearly
35 years.
A graduate of the Colgate Rochester
Divinity School, McKinney is a highly
respected figure in Seattle. He was an
original member of the Seattle Human
Rights Commission and for 12 years was
on the Washington State Commission for
Vocational Education. He founded the
Seattle Opportunities Industrialization
Center and was president of its board of
directors for 20 years. In the late 1960s he
was one of the founders of the first black

C a p i t a l b u d g e t from the front

Education and Recreation's facilities.
McGeein said due to age. the building's
service systems have deteriorated
beyond repair and interior modifications
made to try to meet current teaching
needs have resulted in a patchwork of
wood partitions. laboratories in former
locker rooms and faculty offices and laboratories in unventilated areas.
In addition. the present building condi·
tions and interior design cannot support
current programs in human performance.
sports physiology and conditioning. dance
education and elementary and secondary
teacher education in physical education
for children.
McGeein said the University will be reviewing its priorities and submitting its
capital requests in 1992 for funding for
1993-94.

Corps Corroat Development Command
(MCCDC). Quantico. Va .• Oct. 1O: chaired a
panel on "Cohesion, Motivation and Leadership
in the Military" at the Biennial International
Meeting of the Inter-University Seminar on
Armed FOl'ces and Society, Baltimore. Md.,
Oct. 29; and gave a lecture on "The Multilateral
Aid Initiative: 'Marshall Plan' for the Philippines?" at Austin College's Great Issues Convocations Series. Sherman. Texas. Oct. 26.
Beth A. Casey, academic options. presented
a two-Oay worllshop on "Interdisciplinary
General Education" for the Association for
Integrative Studies at Sonoma State University.
Rohnen Park. Calif. Oct. 10-12.
Phil Alkire, educational administration and
supervision, presented ·Dealing With Confrontation· at the Buckeye Association of School
Administrators Fall Conference, Columbus,
Oct. 3-4.
Richard Burke, educational foundations and
inquiry, presented "Leaming Cooperative
Leaming Through Cooperative Leaming in a
Mastery Leaming Format" at the Midwest
Association of Teachers of Educational
Psychology Conference at Miami University.
Oxford, Oct. 6-7.
Younghee Kim, applied human ecology.
presented "Dietary and Genetic Influences on
the Plasma Cholesterol Levels of Pediatric
Population" at the 72nd annual meeting of the
American Dietetic Association. Kansas City.
Missouri. Oct. 25.
The following faculty members led drscus·
sions at the workshop. ·unlocking Leadersn:p
Potential." sponsored O)· The Office o!
Continuing Education. Bowling Green No".'. ~ 3:
Ruth Olscamp, communication disorders -Tue
Leaoer as Actor and Artis!": Ron Partin,
educational foundat:ons and inqu:ry. -The
Leader as Goal Setter. Planner and Probiem
Sol~er·: John Piper, health. ohys1cai ecuca!lon
and recreation. -Tue Leader as Inviter and
Facilitator·: and Martha Tack, educat1onai ad·
ministration and supervision. -Tue Leader as
Risk Taker and Decision MakerR.K. Clari<, RTVF. presented ·Tue ABC"s of
Working Easier· at the Lima chapter of Ohio
Society of Cenified Public Accountants.

Nov.

17·22.
Pamela AUlson, Becky Pissanos and Sally
Sakola, all of health. physical education and
recreation, co-presented "The Physical
Education Institutional Biographies of Preservice Classroom Teachers" at the R Tait
McKenzie Symposium on Sport Pedagogy.
Knoxville. Tenn .• Oct. 26.

Patricia Cunningham, applied human ecol·
ogy. presented ·Dress Reform in Chicago· and
gave the opening remarks as president of the
CSA. Region Ill at the 1989 Annual Meeting
and Symposium of the Costume Society of
America. Region Ill, Chicago. Ill .• Nov. 10-11.
Kathleen Campbell, Guldal Caba and
David Weis, applied human ecology. presented ·Dyadic Adjustment and Sex Role
Stereotyping in Homosexual and Heterosexual
Couples· at the National Council of Family Re·
lations. New Orleans. La.. Nov. 7.
Ruth Wilson, special education. presented a
research poster session at the International
Conference on Young Children with Special
Needs. Minneapolis. Minn .. Oct. 21 ·25. She
also presented a program on stress manage·
ment for teachers at Vermillion High School.
Oct. 13. and a session on educational services
available the community for preschool and
elementary school teachers at the To!edo Red
Cross Center, Nov. 1.

:n

Leslie J.Chamberfin, education and allied
professions. made the following presentations:
"Dynamic Discipline in Your Classroom- at the
Ohio School lor the Blind. Columbus. Aug. 2526: "Developing Responsible Children· at Phi
Delta Kappa Toledo Chapter at St. John's High
School. Sept. 27; "The Success Cyc!e: What It
is and How To Use 11· at St. Mary·s C:ty
Schools. Oct. 11; ·o;sopline · Develop,ng
Responsible Children· at Bedford Pu:i1r::
Schools. Bedford. Mich .. Oct. 13; -1n"pro-..1ng
Student Behavior· at Ohio School fee :'oe Blind.
CoiuIT'bus. Oct. 19-26: and -i.1anag,,.,;; S:ress
In Your Life and C!assroom· a: Spr ~;:;· e c
Locai J~n,or Hgh School. Nov. 13
Jerry Streichler and David Gedeon. :-::- o!
prese;;:ed Graa'"'a:e Pc~;,·3-·:o '"
i .... c:.:s::-,a,! Teci-:no:og:, iA Cha>enge ::: '·J ..\:T1~ a~
:~e tJ.:..iT 22 .... d Ar. .... :...al C::::r:~e .. e:--:e
~:.:-:.·-a:::
;,5 Inc . Oc: , 8·20
:e:~:cc::;g;.

The toi'ow.ng sroo'ogy fac:.i:!y r.oe-n.o·s
presentations at The Nor:h A~e .. ::aSoc1ety for the Sooo!ogy of Soor1. Was- -;:;::ir.
D.C .. Nov. 9·12: Elmer Spreitzer a"c Eldon
Snyder. ·sports With the Blacl< Sc::>:..; :..;-e A
Maner of Social Class or a D:s!ln~:ve
Subculture·: Jimmy Frazier and Snyder. ·Tne
Underdog Concept in Spor1"; and Snyder.
-Comparing Pictures and Words: A P.,c:o
Essay of the Social Structure of Corr.pe::t1ve
Shuffleboard:
~a~e

Thomas Hilty, art. presented -Changing
Definitior.s of the VISUal Arts and Their Impact
on Admission and The Foundation Year· at the
1989 National Association of Schools of An
and Design Annual Meeting, Indianapolis. Ind.
Oct. 20. Also, was a panel discussion member
on ·Faculty Development Issues· at The 1989
National Council of At1 Administrators. New Or·
leans. La .. Nov. 16-18.

Ernest Champion, ethnic studies. presented
-Cultural Divef"Slty Across the Undergraduate
Curriculum: An Imperative for 21st Cent:.Jry- at
the Institute on Cultural Diversity and Liberal
Education: Negotiating Difference in the
Academy. University of Chicago. Nov. 5-8

The following faculty made presentations at
the 12th annual Third World Studies Confer·
ence. Omaha. Neb.• October: Fei Wang, mass
communication. "Communication and
Development in China·; Harold Fisher, JOumalism. ·First World Superiority in Communication

Robert L Perry, ethmc studies. presen:ed
·Patterns and Perceptions of Black anc
Hispanic Substance Abusers m Treatment" at
the Third Annual Conference on Cour.seltna
and Treating People of Colour. an lntemat1or.al
Perspective. Bermuda. Oct. 30-Nov. 2.

Technologies: Threat to Third World Media De·
velopment and Advance?" and ·The Asia·
Pacific Broadcasting Union as a Framework for
Collaboration in Regional Broadcasting·; and
Srinivas Melkote, RTVF. ·First and Third
World Media: Continuing Issues and Predic·
lions for the Future:
Philip G. Terrie, English and American
culture studies. prese!1ted ·The O:her Within
The lnd1anization of Francis Park.man- at the
JOint meeting of the American Studies
Associat10n and the Canadian Associat,on for
American Studies. Toronto. Canada. Nov 5.
Wei Shih, applied statistics and operatJOns
research. presented -Pricing and Ordenng
Decis10ns for Perishable Goods with Price·
Dependent Demand· at the National ORSA
TIMS Meeting. New York City. Oct 16-18.
Kenneth F. Kiple and Brian Higgins, both of
history. presented -Disease and the Afncaniza·
lion of the Caribbean· at the Conference on
Disease and Demography m the Americas:

Clyde R. Wims, health and human services.
presemed the following papers: ·Educa::ng lo•
lnterd1sopl1nary Coliaborat10n· at the 72,-..o
Annua' Meeting of the Amencan D e!e?re
Assooat1or.. Kansas City. Mo .. Oct 2€.
·1n•1uer.c1ng Pubi•C Awareness Abo": A' :ec
Heal:h· a: :tie ann:.Jal American Soc e:-.· c'
Al'ied Hea 1m Profess10ns meeting. R.di~or>e
Va. Nov •O. ancl ·Tue Developmer,; a' A':ec
Heai;h ProfeSSIQns ano the Rehab•l,!a!•cn
Team- at the annual meeting of ttie American
Speech-Hearing Assooat1on. St LotJ:s. ,.lo ..
Nov. 18.
Michael T. Marsden, popular cu1:ure. a-:s
and soences. and interim chair 01 IPCO department. presented ·The Mighty Mag;c of !!'le Red
Tun:c The ~.1ount1e as lntt"?mat1o~a; leer- a~ :~e
8,er.~1ai Me,:,:,ng o! the AssooatlOn tor
Canaa an S:c..d1es 1n me Un;ted Stat;,s Sa,-,
Frar.c1sco. Cali!. Nov. 19.
Robert DeBard, Firelands. presented -us,,,g
Tran5,i,or.a: Motivation to Enhance Leam:ng· at
the N:ntn An~ual Lilly Conference O'."! Cc:lege
Teaching M1am1 University. Nov i0·12
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Datebook
Monday, Jan. 15

Sunday,Jan.21

WBGU-TV Program, ·Ohio Business
Ou!•ook." 5:30 p.m. and 11 30 p m . host
George Howick examines issues concerning
Ohio·s business community, Channel 27.
Women's Baslletball. vs. Maryland
Baltimore County. 8 p.m., Anderson Arena.

WBGU-TV Program, -viewpoont." 9.30 am.
host Judy PaSCha!is looks at the complex prob·
lem of teenage pregnancy. Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, ·star Tracks: A Journey
Through Space On The Wings Of Music." 7:30
pm , Planetarium. Life Sciences Buildmg.

Tuesday,Jan.16
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m ..

Assembly Room. McFall Center.
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum:
5:30 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m .. host Michael
Marsden ar.d guest Dr. Jack Santino discuss
SantJno·s film on the black pullman porter,
Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, "All Systems Go.- 8
pm .. Planetarium. Life Sciences Building.

\Vednesday,Jan.17
Human Relations Commission Meeting,
10:30 a.m.-noon. Taft Room. Union.
Undergraduate Council Meeting, 1 :30-3
p.m., Alumni Room, Union.
WBGU-TV Program, 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.,
host Becky Laabs takes a look at the world of
art and cultural events in northwest Ohio,
Channel27.
Men's Basketball, vs. Ohio UniverSlty. 8
p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Faculty Artist Series , "French Horn
Reola!," 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Jan. 18
WBGU-TV Program, "Time Out." 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m., Larry Weiss examines BGSU"s
week in sports. Channel 27.

Friday, Jan. 19
Arts and Sciences Forum Luncheon,
"Alcoholism and the Family." Dr. Nancy Jo
Dunn. psychology. 1 p.m., Alumni Room,
University Union. Call 372-2340 for reservations.
Men and Women's Swim Meet, vs. Ohio
University. 4:30 p.m., Cooper Pool.
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m ..
host Judy Paschalis looks at the complex problem of teenage pregnancy, Channel 27.
Hockey, vs. Michigan State. 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena.
Tuba Concert, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Planetarium Show, ·An Systems Go: 8
p.m .. Planetarium. Life Sciences Building.

Saturday, Jan. 20
Tuba Master Class, by Ron Davis. University of South Carolina, 9:30 a.m., Instrumental
Rehearsal Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
All Ohio Invitational Swim Meet, 1O a.m.
and 7 p.m.• Cooper Pool.
WBGU-TV Program, ·Amish Cooking From
Ou1tt Country," noon. host Marcia Adams visits
a chicken farm and a commercial duck farm in
lnc:ana·s Amish country then prepares a
vanety of poultrf dishes. Channel 27.

.

~~
,
~

Service extends hours
Effective Jan. 8, the Instructional Media
Services A-V equipment counter at 102
Education Building expanded its service
hours to better serve the needs of classes
that meet during the evening.
The counter is now open from 8 a.m.9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Friday hours will remain 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Faculty and staff are reminded that IMS
asks tha: 24-hour notice be given for A-V
requests. For more information. call 3722882.

Obituary
Keith Doellinger
Dr. Keith Doellinger, professor emeritus
of educational curriculum and instruction,
died Jan. 6 in his home.
Doellinger joined the University in 1971
and retired Dec. 31, 1989.
He received his bachelor's degree in
horticulture from Iowa State University, his
master's degree in education and his
doctorate in instructional media from the
University of Iowa.
Before coming to Bowling Green, he
was an instructor in the special education
curriculum development center at the
University of Iowa. Previously, he was an
elementary and secondary teacher and
audio visual coordinator in the Rock
Island. Ill. school system. In addition, he
owned and managed Doellinger Enterprises in Rock Island, which created and
produced programs for commercial
television. He also founded and operated
Doellinger Flowers in Rock Island.
His area of research was visual literacy
and he wrote Overhead Projection in
Classrooms for the Mentally Retarded and
co-authored eight other books.
In 1971, Doellinger was the recipient of
the Distinguished Teaching Award and in
1971 he received the Weness Award.
In addition, he belonged to numerous
professional organizations and was a
former member of Faculty Senate. He
also served in Europe as a member of the
13th Armed Infantry Division, 1st and 3rd
Armies.
Memorials may be made to the PEO
Sisterhood, Toledo Botanical Gardens or
Kingwood Gardens, Mansfield.

Faculty I Staff positions
The lollowing faculty positions are available:
Business Administration: Director of hospitality management. Contact James McFillen (2274?). Deadline: Feb. 15.
Chemistry: Assistanl professor. Contact Doug Neckers (2-2031 ). Deadline: March 1 or until
su1:a!Jle candidate is selected.
College Student Personnel: Assistant/associate professor. Contact Camey Strange (2-7382).
Deadline: March 10. or until filled.
Comp~ Science: Assistant prolessor. Contact Faculty Search Committee (2-2337). Deadline:
Feb. 1 or until filled.
English: Assistant professor. Also. assistant professor (anticipated). For both positions. contact
R101ard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadlines: March 1.
German, Russian and East Asian Languages: Assistant professor of German. Russian and
East Asian languages (anticipated). Contact Joseph Gray (2-2268). Extended deadline: March 1 or
iJnt.! '1lled
Mathematics and Statistics: Visiting lecturer (terminal, luD-time). Also. Eugene Lukacs V!Siting
P·otessor. Deadlines: Mard1 1. Also. assistant professor (anticipated). Also, assistant professor.
Also associatelfull professor (anticipated). Deadlines: Mard1 20. or until candidates are found. For
a 11xs1tions. contact Hassoon S. Al-Amiri (2-2636).
Radio-Television-Film: Associate professor. Contact Srinivas Me!kote (2-2138). Deadline:
Ma:-cn 1.

·~·"

The Faculty Senate at its Jan. 16
meeting tabled consideration of a resolution introduced by the senate officers expressing lack of confidence in the
continued leadership and management
of President Olscamp.
Apparently the resolution, which would
have placed Faculty Senate on record
as having "no confidence· in Olscamp
and which called for a vote of all tenured
and probationary faculty to determine
support for the action, caught many
senators by surprise.
"This is deadly serious business, I was
not expecting this," said Dr. Karl Schurr,
biological sciences, adding that a vote
on whether to consider the resolution
would not be proper without first
discussing it with constituents.
Some senators expressed concern
that they weren't notified of the resolution in advance and that introduction of it
wasn't placed on the agenda
Or. Bliott Blinn, chemistry, asked if
Faculty Senate was "wilfing to be the
judge" and questioned whether the
senate had earned the right to judge. He
said some of the problems mentioned
were the result of Faculty Senate action
or lack of action.

Tax forms are available at Jerome Library
The Jerome Library also is a distribution
point for Ohio income tax forms. Parmer
said she expects those forms to be
available at the library in the next two or
three weeks.
Individuals can check on the availability
of forms by calling the library's reference
desk at 372-2361.
The Jerome Library is open from 8 a.m.midnight Monday through Thursday. 8
a.m.-10 p.m. on Friday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m. on
Saturday and 11 a.m. to midnight on
Sunday.

Computer users beware of bad program
A new destructive program again is
affecting computer users' data, according
to Computer Services.
A floppy diskette for IBM and compatible
personal computers currently is being
distributed by a corporation under the
name of PC Cyborg. The diskette is
entitled "AIDS Information: An Introductory Diskette" which allegedly provides
users a database of AIDS information.
However, the diskette contains a destructive program called the AIDS Trojan
Horse.
Trojan Horses are similar to viruses in

Weight Watchers to
start new session
The next Weight Watchers program will
be offered starting Jan. 18 and will run
through March 22. The 10-week session
is held fri!m noon to 1 p.m. weekly in 409
South Hall.
A minimum of 16 participants is necessary to conduct the class. The cost scale
per participant is 16-19 participants at $93
each, 20-29 participants at $85 each and
30 participants at $81 each.
Persons interested in joining the Weight
Watchers program should contact Ruth
Milliron or Cheryl Heinlen at 372-2236 by
Jan. 17.

Monies are available
The Cultural Affairs Committee has
monies available to support the presentation of cultural programs on campus. The
necessary grant forms may be obtained in
405 Student Services building.
Grant request forms should be submitted six weeks prior to the planned event

The following administrative positions are available:
Affirmative Action: Director. Contact Kay Meier (2-2211 ). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Alumni and Development: Director of Development and assistant vice president for University
Relations. Contact chair of the search aimminee (2-2558). Deadline: Jan. 30.
Continuing Education and Summer Programs: Program director. Contact Annmarie Heldt (22558). Deadline: Feb. 5
Counseling and Career Development Center: Counselingtdinical psychologist. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Extended deadline: April 16.
Instructional Media Services: Media specialist. Contact Kevin Work (2-2856). Deadline: Jan.
15.
lr.tercollegiate Athletics: Assistant football coach. Contact Moe Ankney (2-2401 ). Deadline:
Jan. 17.
Libraries and Leaming Resources: Assistant to the dean. Contact Dennis East (2-2856).
Deadline: Jan. 15.
WBGU-TV: Television public affairs producer/host. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline:
Jan. 15.

Faculty Senate tables resolution expressing lack Lillian Gish
of confidence in President Olscamp's leadership makes fourth
contribution
also

·New Movements in Art,· the annual graduate student exhibition, is currently on
display in the Fine Arts Gallery through Jan. 31. It exhibits multi-media works,
induding the above untitled, oil on canvas piece by Maryann Rossi. Gallery hours
are 9 a.m. -4:30 p.m. weekdays and from 2-5 p.m. on Sundays.

U.S. federal income tax forms are
available at Jerome Library. Free copies
of the forms, provided by the Internal
Revenue Service, will be available to the
public on a first-come, first-serve basis
while they last.
The library will also keep a file of all IRS
forms at the reference desk. Individuals
will be able to copy the forms at a cost of
5 cents a page, said Colleen Parmer,
government documents librarian.
The federal tax display is located near
the reference desk on the first floor of the
library.

Scholarship created
in honor of Saddlemire
A scholarship has been established
through the BGSU Foundation in the
name of Dr. Gerald Saddlemire in
recognition of his 20 years of service as
professor and chair of the college student
personnel department.
Anyone wishing to make a contribution
to the scholarship may do so by contacting the BGSU Foundation of the college
student personnel department.

that they affect users' diskettes and cause
significant damage at a later date. The
AIDS Trojan Horse (ATH) will erase a
hard disk after the user boots the computer system a random number of times.
The ATH allegedly only affects machines after its installation program has
been used to place it on a hard disk.
Hidden files and sub-directories are
created during the installation process,
waiting to damage the hard disks in the
future.
To avoid loss of important information,
Computer Services recommends computer users keep back-up copies of their
files. It also is important to only use
software from known, reputable sources.
Persons with questions or problems or
who need assistance in backup strategies
should contact Jon McKeeby at 372-2911.

Olscamp did not attend the meeting as
he was in Washington, D.C., at the
American Council for Education Confer-

ence.
The resolution came after Senate

Chair Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster presented
a report on staffing of classes at the University.
She introduced figures showing the distnbution of staffing of undergraduate
lecture sections and said they incficated a
great reriance on part-time and temporary
faculty. The figures resulted from a
survey of 2,000 undergraduate lecture
sections to determine who was teaching
the classes and <fld not include tutorial,
music performance, physical education
classes and military science classes.
One chart showed that more than 38
percent of freshman level lecture sections
last fall were taught by temporary and
part-time faculty. Tenured and probationary faculty taught 26 percent of the
lecture sections.

cerns.
Lancaster
reported on a senate
survey concemir.g Olscamp's announced
intention to recommend to the Board of
Trustees a vice presidential appointment.

"It's not a good situation and one that
has been lamented for quite some time
by department chairs and others,· Lancaster said. She added that the purpose
of presenting the report was to point out
what she called a "problem" that needs to
be addressed. -Staffing our undergraduate courses is a basic requirement and
responsibility,· she said.
In her remarks to the Senate, Lancaster
said that the staffing situation and neglect
in academic and administrative operating
budgets were not signs of financial health
and stability. She called for long term
budget and institutional planning that
would address staffing and other con-

geography, who listed the six priority
budget items as recommended by !he
Committee on Academic Affairs. The
priorities incluclecl increasing funds for 1)
faculty salaries, 2) operating budgets, 3)
tenured teaching positions, 4) graduate
programs, 5) ad<frtional high demand
courses and 6) computers for students
and academic offices.
Dr. Genevieve Stang, education,
announced that the Faculty WeHare Committee was sponsoring, in cooperation
with the alumni and development offices,
a retirement seminar to be held from 1-4
p.m. on March 8 in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.

She said ·an overwhelming majority of
the respondents did not agree with the
appointment of a vice president without
the benefit of a national search." She
added that senate officers are studying
affirmative action and equal opportunity
guidelines to determine if the appointment
complies with the policies. "It is important
to keep in mind that a condition of
accepting federal grant monies is that the
University comply with these poflCies;
she said.
Also, during the meeting the senate
heard a report from Dr. Joseph Spinelli,

Williams expects a smooth transition

I
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Dancers to perform
The University Performing Dancers will
present their annual concert at 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday (..'an. 18-20)
in Eva Marie Saint Theatre of University
Hall. A 2 p.m. Saturday matinee will also
be presented.
Tickets are $4 and will be available at
the University Hall box office beginning
one hour before each performance.
Fifteen students and two faculty
members will dance the eight works,
which will include jazz. ballet and modem
dance. All of the works are choreographed by members of the University
community, including one studentchoreographed dance.
The troupe is directed by Deb Tell.
HPER, and one of the choreographers for
the show.
Music for the show was written by Roger
Greivy and Tim Story, two Toledo-based
composers.
The University Performing Dancers
trace their beginnings at the University
back to the 1920s. This annual concert
has been a highlight of the spri~
semester for the past 15 years.

''

New business dean makes quality his top priority
Or. Fred Williams, new dean of the
College of Business Administration, is
used to seeing progress.
Before arriving at the University this
month, he was dean of the College of
Business Administration at Tennessee
Technological University and although
it was a smaller school it was undergoing great change.
During his administration in Tennessee, the college was reorganized;
enrollment in the college grew 20
percent; the college was SI iccessfully
reaccrecfrted; an upper and lower
division structure for the undergraduate program was established, along
with an outstanding advisory program;
the MBA program grew; and a capital
campaign for the college netted $3.1
million.
With that experience, Wimams said
he expects his transition to Bowling
Green to be a smooth one. "Bowling
Green is much larger than Tennessee
Tech, about three times larger, but the
problems are similar; Wil6ams said.
"There will be a lot to learn here
because every place is cfdferent. such
as its strengths and weaknesses, but I
think my previous experiences wiD

help."

A native of Pittsburgh, Williams
received his bachelor's degree from
Carnegie Institute of Technology and
his master's and doctoral degrees from
Purdue University. He is an authority in
mangement science and his expertise
in statistical analyses and forecasting
business opportunities has resulted in
frequent consulting assignments with
such companies as Coca Cola and

Reception planned
Members of the campus community are
invited to attend a reception honoring
Sylvia Wintgens', benefits and personnel
services, retirement from 3-5 p.m. Jan. 22
in the Alumni Room of the University
Union.
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IBM.
He said he was attracted to the
Bowling Green position because of the
quality of the University and the
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Actress Lillian Gish has made yet
another donation to the University. The
$10,000 contribution is the fourth donation she has made to Bowling Green to
the Dorothy and Lillian Gish Film
Theater endowment. It will be used to
sponsor and promote the study of film on
campus and to support activities that
commemorate the contributions of the
Gish sisters to the performing arts.
The donation comes at the same time
her film "Broken Blossoms," is scheduled
to air at 8 p.m. on Saturday (Jan. 27) on
WBGU-TV, Channel 27. It is considered
by many to be the finest of director O.W.
Griffith's intimate dramas. Although
filmed in only 18 days, the 1919 silent
screen classic which cost $91,000 to
produce earned millions for Griffith, who
financed the picture hirnseH. It also
showcases Gish in some of her best
known scenes.
The Gish Rim Theater is the only theater in the world named for Gish and her
late sister Dorothy who were pioneers in
the silent and sound film industries. Dr.
Ralph Watte, who holds the Gish
Professorship in Rim Studies and is curator of the theater, said its intent is to
preserve the sisters' contributions to tbe .
art of film. 'We are deeply appreciative
of Miss Gish's interest in and her support
of the theater," Watte said.
Seats in the theater, which is scheduled for renovation late this spring, are
being named for donors who make a
minimum contribution of $250 and Wolfe
said several seats are still available for
purchase. Among those who have
contnbuted to the endowment are
several Hollywood stars, including Bob
Hape, Lily Tomlin, Helen Hayes, Paul
Newman, Patricia Neal, Jane Wagner,
Roddy McDowall and Eva Marie Saint

Emch wins
greenbacks
for idea using
her greenthumb

Business Administration. He replaces Robeft Patton, who has returned to teaching in

Janet Emch is $92 richer because she
had a good idea about growing geraniums on campus.
Emch was a member of the University's grounds department when the first
idea came to her. She is now with the
campus post office. As a classified staff
member, she submitted her money saving idea to the Share of Savings
Committee and with the help of Keith
Pogan, associate director of the physical
plant. the $250 savings minimum was
waived so Emch could receive her

the college.

award.

Fred WilliamS has started his duties at Bowling Green as the dean of the College of

college. ·1 was impressed by the aspirations of what the people here want the
college to be,· Williams said.
Familiar with BOINting Green in the past,
Wilfiams said he always thought of it as
having a good, solid reputation. When he
announced he was taking a position at
Bowling Green, a colleague told him
many of his business associates liked to
hire Bowling Green students. -Students
are an institution's best advertisements,"
Williams said.
The business field offers exciting
careers, Williams said, noting that an
increasing percentage of students are

choosing to study business. Business
degrees amently comprise one-fourth
of all earned degrees in the country and
he said a UCLA study attributed part of
the trend to people being concerned
about their economic weD-being.
Another key to the trend is the
changing career opportunities for
women. As more women choose
business-oriented fields, fewer females
wiD be going into the more traditional
roles, such as education and nursing,
Williams said.

Continued on Page 3

While she was a horticulturist in the
grounds department, Emch said it was a
practice to buy rooted geranium cuttings
from out of state. The cuttings were
grown to be used for plantings around
campus in the spring and used for
decoration at <fdferent events and func-

tions.
'We·d have to buy 800 cuttings at $45
per 100 pluS pay for air freight and all
the additives to grow the geraniums.·
Emch said. "'My idea was to grow the
geraniurns by seed which I had already
tried. We could buy 100 seeds per pack
for $1 O and the plants were a lot hardier

Continued on Page 3

